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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
PREAMBLE

This is to certify that the undersigned Accredited Marine Surveyor & 
Shipdesigner, did at the request of Arancia Industries Limited on the 3rd of 
March 2009, carry out a comparison study between the “Arancia 3.77m IRB” 
and the “Thundercat 3.77m IRB”, to establish if the Intellectual Property and 
copy right of the original design belonging to Arancia Industries Limited has 
been copied, and now report without prejudice:

The North Burleigh Surf Life Saving Club has 3 Arancia 3.77m IRB’s 
and 1 Thundercat 3.77m IRB, access was arranged by Peter Hallett from 
Midcoast Marine. One of the Arancia’s and the Thundercat were set up side 
by side and a series of measurements were taken on both boats and 
compared, these measurements were then indicated on drawings of the two 
boats and photographs of the various parts of the boats and the dimensions 
were taken.

REPORT
The main dimensions that depict the design of the vessel were as follows:

Overall length from bow to cone caps

Arancia 3770mm

Thundercat 3770mm

Width to outside of tubes              

Arancia 1614mm

Thundercat 1614mm

Length of bow segments from centre of joint tape to main tube

Arancia 815mm and 700mm

Thundercat 815mm and 700mm
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Dimensions continued

Length of main tube from bow segments to stern cones

Arancia 2280mm

Thundercat 2280mm

Main tube diameter

Arancia 432mm

Thundercat 432mm

Width from inside to inside of tubes

Arancia 750mm

Thundercat 750mm

Length of cone section aft

Arancia 290mm

Thundercat 290mm

Length from transom to end of cone

Arancia 690mm

Thundercat 690mm

Length of fore deck from bow fitting to end of deck on centreline

Arancia 775mm

Thundercat 775mm

Width of fore deck

Arancia 1110mm

Thundercat 1110mm

Width of bow joining tape

Arancia 68mm

Thundercat 68mm
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Refer to drawings A1 and B1 to confirm the above dimensions, a study of Drg 
No.A2 which are the dimensions of the latest Thundercat 3.77m IRB delivered 
to Midcoast Marine on the 4th March 2009 the day after the study was made, 
these dimension were lifted by Peter Hallett, these dimensions are the same 
as the dimensions lifted from the two boats on the 3rd of March 2009, so there 
is no variation in the dimensions of the latest boats from Thundercat 
Inflatables

The position of the various fittings on each of the boats such as the side hand 
grips, paddle mounts, floatation bag, foot straps, rollover pouch, safety ropes 
were checked and found to be in the same location on each boat, the cone 
caps diameter were 126mm on both boats.

By referring to the photographs a comparison of the transoms of each boat it 
will be found that they are the same with the various attachments being the 
same and in the same location.

The both boats were deflated and the floor assemblies removed, the 
dimensions and features of the assemblies were the same, by placing the 
Thundercat’s floor on top of the Arancia’s floor (see photographs) the two 
floors are identical.

The inflatable keel section on both vessels (see photographs) are the same, 
having the same dimensions and positioned in the same location including the 
inflation valve.

The Aluminium transom plates that are fitted to the transoms are the same.

The only difference that could be noted was that the inflation valves fitted to 
the Thundercat were from a different supplier to those of the Arancia and the 
tube material was not from Arancia Industries Limited but was from a different 
supplier, neither of these items constitutes a change in the overall design of 
the vessel.

It was also noted that the builders plate of the Thundercat was the same 
format as the Arancia except that the name Arancia had been blocked out.

A close inspection of the moulded external handles of the Thundercat are an 
exact copy of the Arancia except the Arancia name has been removed and 
the material is glosser, the cone end caps on the Thundercat are also an 
exact copy of the Arancia cone end cap

In reading this report reference should be made to the Drawings  A1, B1, A2 
and to the attached photographs to confirm the statements in this report.
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CONCLUSION

It is the undersigned Accredited Marine Surveyors professional opinion that 
the Thundercat 3.77m IRB is an exact copy of the Arancia 3.77m IRB right 
down to the copying of the side handles and end caps.

It is also my professional opinion that the Thundercat Inflatables have 
breached the Copy Right rules and misused the access to Arancia Industries 
Limited Intellectual Property.

Given this 10th Day of March 2009 at Noosa Queensland Australia
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